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Intro

● Service level objectives (SLOs) outline quality of service goals.

● Over 15 years, performance goals have become pervasive.

Fig. 1.   Service level objectives (SLOs) have been widely adopted. Each dot 
represents the percentage of system administrators (Yaxis) adopting 
performance-oriented SLOs in the surveyed year (Xaxis) [24], [5], [15], [10], [7], [6].



Intro

● However, textbooks only sketch goals and rely heavily on anecdotal examples.

● We studied real SLOs, quantified their performance goals and labeled common 
perceptions about their goals as realities or myths.

RealitiesMyths

SLO delays differ greatly 
across workloads

90th, 95th and 99th percentiles are 
widely used SLO percentile goals

Strict SLOs targeting single digit 
delays are uncommon in practice

Minute granularity reporting 
periods are common

Response time goals used in academic 
papers mirror goals set in practice
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Myths
● Discussion



Service 
Level 

Objectives
Structure

A percentile goal 
specifies the percentage 
of requests that must 
complete within the 
response time limit

A response time 
limit is stipulated 
in absolute terms

A reporting period 
defines how often log 
files are combined to 
assess whether 
objectives are met

Latency

Percentile

Period



Service Level Objective



Service Level Objective Examples

95% of all ad requests will achieve a response time of 
300 milliseconds or less.

CXENSE Service Level Agreement [8]

99.8% of VPN traffic should transfer between customer 
premise equipment (CPE), e.g., routers, in less than 120 ms.

99% of the RPC microservices should be processed 
in 100ms.

WorldCom/UUNET VPN [21]

Site Reliability at Google [4]



Systematic Literature Review

• It provides structure, bias mitigation, rigor and repeatable results [1].

• Researchers can repeat strategies and compare alternative strategies to 
assess completeness [1].

• SLR consists of 4 steps.



Systematic Literature Review



SLR – Search Strategy

• PICOC criteria (Population, Intervention, Comparison, Outcomes, Context) 
constrains search structure [26].

• Population refers to the types of computer systems under review.
• Intervention provides the types of SLO features sought.
• Outcome describes the target metrics from intervention.
• Context is the types of documents used in our search such as primary studies 

and company handbooks



SLR – Literature Selection & Quality Assessment

8,530  academic papers

1,104  other  documents

300 documents

75  SLOs

from 34 academic sources and 41 industry sources



SLR - Data Extraction and Synthesis



CHARACTERIZING REALITIES AND MYTHS



Reality 1: SLO delays and 
reporting periods differ 

greatly across workloads.

● Approximately 40% of SLOs across the 3 

workload types define their response time 
limits in the range 0-100ms.

● Network and software applications rarely 

set their SLOs greater than 500ms.

● Network SLOs set their reporting periods 

less than 1 minute or more than 1 month 
but nothing in between. 

● Web services and applications have 

reporting periods concentrated in the 
range of minutes to 1 month. 



Reality 2: 90th , 95th and 
99th percentiles are widely 
used SLO percentage goals.

● Software applications and web services 

have a wide range of percentiles varying 
from 80% to 99.9%.

● Over 35% of SLOs for software applications 

use the 95th percentile while the majority 
of web services use 99th.

● A large fraction of SLOs for network 

services use the 99th percentile as well, but 
its distribution differs from the other 
workloads.



Reality 3: Strict SLOs 
targeting single-digit delays 
are uncommon in practice. ● The SLOs tend to focus on the top right 

corner in Figure 6.

● The majority of delays are between 

100-1000 ms with most of the rest falling in 
the range of larger than 1000ms.

● Only 3 SLO delays are less 100ms with only 

1 of them of single-digit delay in ms.



Myth 1: 5–10 minute 
reporting periods.

● Surprisingly, we found few SLOs with 

minute-granularity reporting periods. They 
consist of only less than 15% of our 
samples.



Myth 2: Response time goals 
used in academic papers 

mirror goals set in practice. ● On network services, academic sources are 

much more lenient.

● For whole applications, they are too strict.

● We can report that both distributions are 

significantly different (p=0.9).



Discussion

● Our sample size is small and limits 
our ability to extrapolate.

● A larger sample would require 
proprietary data— perhaps from 
large surveys of system managers. 

● Performance goals in some sources 
reflect real case studies whereas 
other sources reflect vague 
recollections of authors. 

● We mitigated this problem by 
distinguishing the source 
characteristics, e.g., industry 
manual versus case study.



Translational 
evaluation for 

systems research.

Conclusion - 1

● Industry adopts research slowly, 

replicating and validating results before 
integration [20]. 

● Our study suggests evaluation approaches 

used in research papers (not included in 
the study) may not reflect uses cases in 
practice.



Open challenges 
for SLO 

performance goals.

Conclusion - 2

● Response time limits below 10 

milliseconds are challenging.

● Prior research has shown it is possible to 

achieve extreme percentiles by inefficiently 
replicating resources [29]. 

● However, cost effective approaches remain 

elusive in practice.

● Computational sprinting has emerged as a 

possible solution [12], [22], [11]. 
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